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10Abstract Some recent proposals on CSCL scripts have suggested that one key factor for
11their effectiveness is the ability of the teacher to adapt the scripts to the students and to the
12specific teaching and learning situations. In this context, this paper presents a multiple-case
13study dealing with the relationship between the assistance given by the teacher during the
14collaborative process and the forms of collaborative work developed by groups of
15university students in two natural settings, in which two different types of macro-script are
16used. Specifically, the study sets itself three objectives: (1) to identify patterns of teacher
17assistance to the collaborative work developed by the groups; (2) to identify the forms of
18collaborative work developed by the groups; and (3) to explore the relationships between
19the patterns of teacher assistance, the forms of collaborative work and the level of
20performance achieved by the groups. The results show two different patterns of teacher
21assistance in the two settings. These patterns differ on four dimensions: the aspect of the
22task on which the teacher was offering assistance, the moment in which the assistance was
23offered, the recipient of the assistance, and whether the assistance offered by the teacher
24was spontaneous or requested by the students. These patterns are related with the forms of
25collaborative work developed by the groups (how the group is organized and how the
26written work is produced) within the structural framework imposed, in each setting, by the
27macro-script.
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31 Q1Introduction

32One of the biggest challenges in the field of CSCL is to design settings to promote ways of
33organizing joint activity between students to enable them to build knowledge—‘new’
34knowledge, knowledge that neither student had prior to the collaboration—that it would be
35difficult for them to achieve acting individually. According to Stahl (2005), the cornerstone
36of collaborative learning is the power of the group as a whole to promote the individual
37learning of each of its members.
38In any collaborative learning situation whether face-to-face or online, it is not
39enough for the participants simply to share their opinions or knowledge about the
40teaching and learning content or tasks; they need to be involved in forms of talk that
41will enable them to develop higher and higher levels of intersubjectivity so that they
42can progressively extend and enrich the meaning systems that they jointly build (Stahl
432005; Suthers 2006). These forms of talk include the exploratory conversation (Barnes
441976; Mercer 1995, 2000), dialogic inquiry (Wells 1999) and progressive discourse
45(Bereiter 1994; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1994, 2003). The students also need to
46coordinate and regulate the activities related to the task, as well as coordinate and regulate
47their participation in the technological environment. They need to coordinate the use of
48fonts and resources, for example, decide on a common course of action, supervise task
49progress (Erkens et al. 2005; Forman and Cazden 1985; Manlove et al. 2009; Meier et al.
502007) and take on interdependent and complementary roles (Blaye and Light 1990; De
51Wever et al. 2009; Tharp et al. 2000; Strijbos et al. 2005).
52However, research into CSCL has repeatedly found that this type of collaboration, which
53is ideal for learning, does not come about spontaneously in computer-mediated situations
54no matter how sophisticated the available technological resources and devices may be
55(Arvaja et al. 2003; Järvelä and Häkkinen 2002; Kirschner et al. 2008; Kobbe et al. 2007;
56Lipponen 2002; Rourke and Kanuka 2007; Weinberger et al. 2005).
57The evidence that CSCL scenarios do not necessarily mean that an efficient collaborative
58work process will be developed or that the achievement of better learning results is
59guaranteed has led part of the current CSCL debate to focus on the various ways in which
60to structure and guide the students’ collaborative processes to facilitate them developing the
61best possible interactions from the point of view of collaborative knowledge construction.
62In this context a number of authors have suggested that predefined collaboration scripts
63should be designed into the CSCL scenarios as an instructional approach to support
64collaborative learning (for full details on this subject see Fischer et al. 2007).
65According to Dillenbourg (2002, p. 1), “a collaboration script is a set of instructions
66prescribing how students should form groups and how they should interact and collaborate
67in order to solve a problem”, and is used to induce the emergence of specific knowledge-
68productive interactions and mutual regulation. In this respect scripts are related to different
69outlines or patterns of design with regard to the type of interpsychological mechanisms –the
70core mechanisms– which, by promoting or limiting certain interactive communication
71dynamics between them, it is hoped the students will activate.
72Scripts can vary as regards the granularity of the actions prescribed. In this respect,
73Dillenbourg and Hong (2008) distinguish between micro-scripts and finer-grained scripts,
74which provide detailed guidance on specific activities –usually dialogue or argumentation
75models or the design of the communication interface– which students are expected to adopt
76and progressively internalize (Scardamalia and Bereiter 1994; Suthers and Hundhausen
772001; Weinberger et al. 2005); and macro-scripts, pedagogical scenarios or models which
78typically set the conditions for collaborative learning prior to the collaboration stage
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79(Dillenbourg and Jermann 2006). Certainly, the scripts always involve disturbing “natural”
80group dynamics to some extent. Fixing these degrees of coercion (a fixed or open time limit
81for activities, the degree of detail included in setting guidelines for the tasks or subtasks,
82whether students are assigned particular roles or not, etc.) is a delicate design choice
83(Dillenbourg 2002). Scripts can also vary in their orientations. Several authors distinguish
84between content-oriented or epistemic scripts, aimed at facilitating the cognitive processes
85of collaborative learning by providing problem-solving strategies, and process-oriented or
86social scripts, aimed at providing guidance as to how students should interact efficiently
87and responsibly with the other members of the group (De Wever et al. 2007; Schellens et al.
882005; Strijbos et al. 2004; Strijbos et al. 2007; Weinberger 2003). Hence, for example, a
89checklist would illustrate the idea of an epistemic script in so far as it helps learners to
90consider all relevant aspects of the learning task in a suitable order and work more
91productively. The scientific peer review process, on the other hand, would illustrate the idea
92of a social script that helps collaborators take on the role of critics and look for the flaws in
93a proposal (Weinberger 2003).
94Many studies have concluded that a certain amount of structuring can promote the
95collaborative learning processes by guiding the actions of the participants (i.e., De Wever et
96al. 2007; Dillenbourg and Jermann 2006; Hämäläinen and Häkkinen 2010; Kirschner et al.
972008; Rummel and Spada 2005; Slof et al. 2010; Stegmann et al. 2007). However, as
98Dillenbourg and Tchounikine (2007) point out, these studies do not prove that scripts are
99always effective. On the contrary, they show that scripts’ effects are “fragile”—scripts may
100be effective under some circumstances and not effective under different circumstances. In
101their analysis of the factors that may explain these results, the same authors note that the
102fragility of the scripts’ effects is not only to do with their intrinsic quality but, to a great
103extent, with the ability of the teacher to adapt the script to the students and to the specific
104teaching and learning situation. They point out that the way in which teachers adapt the
105script to their context is a key variable to be explored in future papers.
106So far the role of the teacher in script-assisted teaching has not been studied in much
107detail. There are, however, a good number of papers that report that the teacher plays an
108important role in virtual learning environments. Examination of these papers provides
109elements of definite interest for analysing the impact that teacher assistance has on
110collaborative learning (see for example Berge 1995; Mason 1991; Q2Paulsen 1995). These
111papers that focus on the teacher as facilitator or moderator have typically analyzed online
112discussion groups. However, we can see that there is a need to extend this research to other
113types of activity that also frequently occur in CSCL, such as those aimed at producing
114written work.
115In this context, this study deals with the relationship between the assistance given by the
116teacher during the collaborative process and the forms of collaborative work developed by
117groups of university students in tasks in which they need to produce pieces of written work
118following macro-script guidelines. To this end, a multiple-case study is carried out in two
119natural instructional settings, in which two different types of macro-script are used. The
120settings have a duration of 17 and 13 weeks respectively, thereby enabling a study of how
121the participants’ actions evolve. Specifically, the study sets itself three objectives: (1) to
122identify patterns of teacher assistance to the collaborative work developed by the various
123groups; (2) to identify the forms of collaborative work developed by the various groups
124(how the group is organized and how the written work is produced); and (3) to explore the
125relationships between the patterns of teacher assistance, the forms of collaborative work and
126the level of performance achieved by the groups within the structural framework imposed,
127in each case, by the macro-script.
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128Method

129Participants and situations observed

130The work was carried out using an observational approach in a natural context and is a
131multiple case study. Four didactic sequences (DS)1 based on online collaborative activities
132with university students were observed and analyzed. The four DSs studied correspond to
133two different teaching and learning settings that take place at two different institutions using
134different virtual platforms. In each of the two settings, two consecutive didactic sequences
135were observed. All four DSs were designed and developed by the teachers without
136interference from the researchers. Each DS constitutes a case in our study.
137Various revisions of the methodology of investigation in CSCL (see for example, Schrire
1382006; Stahl et al. 2006) point out case studies as an appropriate strategy for the analysis and
139interpretation of the interactions between the participants in CSCL environments. Multiple-case
140studies are one of the forms that this strategy can adopt (Yin 2003). Although the cases studied
141cannot be absolutely identical, this type of study enables real instructional contexts to be
142analyzed, thereby increasing the robustness of the conclusions obtained, and this is especially
143useful when the cases show complementary results that can be linked to predictable conceptual
144reasons. The aim of this type of study is not to make a statistical comparison of the results and
145apply them to other groups, but to check certain conceptually established propositions and
146dimensions in various contexts (Yin 2003). In our work, we want to check whether the
147combination of particular macro-scripts with particular patterns of teacher assistance seems to
148be associated with particular ways of working and learning for small groups of university
149students who collaborate to produce pieces of written work. As a result, the analysis is focused
150on exploring the various cases to see if this association comes about, and how. The codification
151and frequency count of the types of assistance provided by each teacher are used as instruments
152to help identify the patterns of assistance for each of them based on the combination of the
153forms of assistance used, not to carry out a statistical comparison. Moreover, the study is
154planned as an essentially exploratory paper, the results of which will need to be confirmed in
155later papers, in both natural and experimentally controlled situations.
156The observed settings were chosen following intentional or theoretical sample criteria.
157The four DSs studied were of the same level academically (undergraduate students) and had
158the same general content (an introductory course on “Educational Psychology”). They were
159based around students working collaboratively in small groups to produce written work,
160they enabled these processes to be observed for a relatively long and uninterrupted time,
161and they were carried out via virtual learning environments which had some of the tools
162typically used for supporting and developing collaborative learning processes (general work
163spaces for the group-class, spaces for small group discussions, the possibility of exchanging
164files, tools for communication between teacher and students and between the students
165themselves). The teachers belonged to different institutions and had planned to use different
166teaching methods: one of them, to give general instructions basically concentrating on the
167steps to be followed to carry out the task; and the other, to give highly detailed guidelines
168regarding how to organize and distribute the work. In addition to this, the teachers and

1 A didactic sequence (DS) is defined as a process that includes all the typical components of a teaching and
learning process -goals, content, teaching/learning activities and assessment activities- in which it is possible
to identify a beginning, a development and an end.
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169students in all cases were willing to allow us full access to the natural work processes and
170help us in gathering data.

171Setting 1

172The first setting observed was for practical credits for the Psychology of Education course,
173part of the curriculum for the Bachelor of Arts degree (BA) in psychology at the University
174of Barcelona. The participants were the teacher and 11 students. The teacher had a great
175deal of experience in teaching educational psychology to undergraduate students, but had
176no previous experience as a teacher in virtual environments. Some of the students already
177knew each other and shared other subjects taught face-to-face, while others did not. Only
178three of them had previously taken part in an online course. All the students taking part
179were asked to carry out all the interaction related to the observed instructional processes via
180the virtual platforms and to avoid any interaction in this area face-to-face, by telephone or
181any other online medium (private e-mail, instant messenger, social networks…). All the
182students fulfilled several self-reports along the course and reported that they had complied
183with this request. For the course, the students were organized in three groups of three, three
184and five members. The composition of the groups was decided by the students. All three
185groups and the teacher were analyzed.
186All the tasks designed for the course’s practical credits revolved around the analysis of a
187case of intervention by a school psychologist. In this case, the psychologist had to help a
188mathematics teacher to improve certain aspects of his performance, based on the analysis of
189a video recording of one of his classes. The groups’ analysis and resolution of the case was
190structured in two main stages that made up each of the two DSs recorded and analyzed: an
191initial general approach to the case, based on the students’ previous knowledge, and
192afterwards a more analytical and systematic approach, guided by the theoretical content of
193the course. Their duration was of five and 12 weeks respectively. In each stage the groups
194of students had to carry out a series of tasks of various types which were directed by the

t1.1 Q3Table 1 Tasks given to students in the didactic sequences (Setting 1)

t1.2 Task Individual/Group Nature of the task

t1.3 DS1 – Individual Observation of the situation subject of the intervention

t1.4 Task 1.1 Group Initial diagnosis of the situation observed

t1.5 Task 1.2 Group Check against psychologist’s diagnosis of the case, review
and improvement of initial diagnosis

t1.6 Task 1.3 Group Reflective summary of the work carried out

t1.7 DS2 – Individual Theoretical review of learning strategies

t1.8 Task 2.1 Group Diagnosis of the situation observed from the point of view
of learning strategies

t1.9 Task 2.2 Group Check against psychologist’s diagnosis of the case, review
and improvement of diagnosis

t1.10 – Individual Theoretical review of motivational aspects

t1.11 Task 2.3 Group Diagnosis of the situation observed from the point of view
of motivational aspects

t1.12 Task 2.4 Group Check against psychologist’s diagnosis of the case, review
and improvement of diagnosis

t1.13 Task 2.5 Group Final summary

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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195teacher. The basic features of these tasks are shown in Table 1. At the end of each task, the
196students had to hand in a piece of written work. Once the whole process was finished, the
197teacher sent a quantitative grade to each small group.
198The path formed by the two stages and their various tasks acts as a case script for
199the students and supplies a strategy for resolving the case, regulating the sequence of
200activities that need to be carried out to deal with it. In both DSs, this sequence
201involves making an initial diagnosis or assessment of the class observed, checking
202this diagnosis against the one made by the psychologist involved in the case,
203reviewing the initial diagnosis and analysing the entire process followed. In addition
204to this, in the second stage the work was carried out by focusing successively on two
205types of key factors –cognitive and affective/relational– that appear in the class
206observed, preceded by a systematic review of theory on these factors. This case
207script, therefore, focuses basically on structuring the content that students have to
208discuss in order to produce the written resolution of the case. To this end, it guides
209the tasks to be carried out by the students and the sequence in which they should be
210dealt with. However, it leaves open those aspects related to how the group’s work
211should be structured as regards organization and coordination; in this framework, the
212students had to develop and establish their own strategies and dynamics for group
213work and take their own decisions regarding the use of the communication resources
214available.
215The sequences took place via a Moodle platform. The students had a main virtual
216classroom (which all the students and the teacher could access) and a private
217classroom for each group’s collaborative work (which only the group members and
218the teacher could access). In the main classroom, the students had access to general
219information about the practical credits and to the materials and the specific case
220information. The classroom also had a work calendar for each phase of the case, a
221notice board; specific spaces for the teacher’s publication of the task directives and
222for the submission of the written works to the teacher, as well as an open forum for
223public communication between the teacher and the entire class. The students, on the
224other hand, had private spaces for the collaborative work in small groups. In these
225spaces, the students could engage in synchronous communication through a chat, and
226asynchronous communication, through a forum with the possibility of exchanging
227archives.
228The environment was new for the students, who had not used it previously.

229Setting 2

230The second setting involved two modules of a Psychology of Education course, part
231of the curriculum of the BA in Psychopedagogy at the Universitat Oberta de
232Catalunya (Open University of Catalonia). These modules were recorded and
233analyzed. Participating in the sequences were the teacher and 35 students. As in
234Setting 1, the teacher had a great deal of experience in teaching educational
235psychology, but had no previous experience as a teacher in virtual environments. Only
236two students had previously taken part in online courses. The students had attended a
237face-to-face meeting before the start of the course. All the students taking part were
238asked to carry out all the interactions related to the observed instructional processes
239via the virtual platform and to avoid any interaction in this area face-to-face, by
240telephone or any other online medium (private e-mail, instant messenger, social
241networks…). All the students fulfilled several self-reports along the course and
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242reported that they had complied with this request. On the course, the students were
243organized into eight small groups by the teacher. Three of these groups (a total of 12
244students, four in each group) were analyzed in the study.
245The course was divided into three modules. The DSs studied correspond toModules 2 and 3
246of the course. The duration of the sequences was of 6 and 7 weeks respectively. In each
247sequence the students had to carry out one task individually and two tasks in small groups. In
248DS1 (Module 2) the group task consisted of analysing different educational situations using
249theories presented in the module and drawing up a conceptual map of the main concepts for one
250of those theories. In DS2 (Module 3) the task consisted of characterizing different
251developmental contexts (family, school, media, etc.) from particular theoretical aspects and
252analysing possible contradictions between two of these contexts (i.e. contradictions in the
253values transmitted by the school and the family, or the family and the media). At the end of each
254DS the teacher sent a report with a qualitative assessment to each small group.
255For each group task, the teacher provided a very detailed set of instructions which
256divided the task up into smaller steps and indicated, for each step, what sub-task needed to
257be carried out, who should do it, what sort of document form it should presented in, when it
258should be handed in, and what criteria would be used to assess it. Table 2 gives an example
259of this type of instructions for one of the task
260As the example shows, these instructions act like a script, focusing basically on the
261assignment of roles and sub-tasks to each member of the group aiming to make the
262participation egalitarian and fair. The script structures the organization and internal
263distribution of the work to be carried out by the students, aiming to ensure a discussion
264process based on a “peer review” mechanism—an initial individual contribution from each
265member of the group, comments and mutual review of those contributions, and their
266subsequent integration into a joint final document that takes into account the mutual
267comments –. The script also instructs the groups to appoint someone to take on the role of
268leading the process of carrying out each task and conveying possible queries to the teacher.
269However, this peer review script leaves issues relating to the content of the tasks more open,
270along with how to use theoretical concepts to resolve them.
271The work was carried on the University’s Virtual Campus. The virtual classroom of the
272course included several diverse spaces of communication: a notice board where only the
273teacher could post notes and upload text documents; a general forum where both the teacher
274and the students could participate; the group work space, a private work space for the
275members of each group with a forum, a zone for storage and interchange of files, and a
276board where the teacher could intervene if so desired; and the space for continuous
277evaluation, where the students send their written works to the teacher. The students could
278also use the electronic mailing system of the Virtual Campus, called personal mailbox for
279their communication concerning the course. The students were familiar with the
280environment, which they had used widely in previous subjects.

281Data gathering procedure

282The main body of data gathered comprised all the messages and documents exchanged
283among the participants –teacher and students– in the groups analyzed in the different
284available communication spaces throughout the entire duration of the two settings.
285Moreover, we gathered additional information that was used to provide the analysis with
286contextual elements and to facilitate the comprehension and interpretation of the messages
287and documents registered (interviews, questionnaires and self-reports). We also collected
288the grades given to each group by the teacher.
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t2.1 Table 2 Instructions provided by the teacher for carrying out Task 2.1 (Setting 2)

t2.2 Task Who
does it

How to
do it

Document
to hand in

Assessment
criteria

Deadline

t2.3 1. Complete in a
rough copy the
tables that
appear in the
presentation of
the activity,
filling in all the
boxes

Everyone
individually

Each member of
the group
completes the
table for the
analysis of each
educational
practice (family,
media, school,
permanent
education) along
with the systems
that characterize
it.

Each person
sends their task
to the group
space’s file area:
TEAM
(number)-
(letter)-Task1

Hand in the
document by
deadline. Identify
the important
information
characterizing the
educational
practices based on
the different
aspects and
systems applied.

23.11

t2.4 2. Integrate the
tables
completed by
the different
group members
in the previous
stage.

Person
responsible

The person
responsible
draws up two
tables that
integrate and at
the same time
summarize the
contributions
from the
different group
members. The
other group
members
approve it.

A document to
the group
space’s file
area with the
completed
tables.
Identification:
TEAM
(number)-Task2

Hand in the
document before
deadline. Integrate
all the answers.

25.11

t2.5 3. Write in a
document,
context to
context, the
way in which
they are
characterized,
emphasizing
the common
elements and
the differences.

Everyone
individually

Each member
of the group
thoroughly
details the
type of
information that
characterizes an
educational
practice and the
systems that
distinguish it.

A document to
the group
space’s file area.
Identification:
TEAM
(number)-
(letter)-Task3

Hand in the
document by
deadline. Gather
the most relevant
information to
enable the
educational
practices and
the systems that
distinguish
them to be
characterized.

28.11

t2.6 4. Constructive
comments on
the work of
another group
member.

Everyone
individually

The partner
suggests where
improvements
could be made
or, should the
case arise,
approves the
work justifying
why.

A document to
the group
space’s file area.
Please note:
Task 4 is your
partner’s
revised work in
a different
colour (which
you were given
in Activity 1).

Hand in the
document
by deadline.
Comments with
justifications for
improvements
(adding or
deleting) as
well as
acknowledgements
(left just as it is).

30.11

t2.7 5. Integrate all
the tasks into
a single
document.

Person
responsible

In order to make
the revision
easier for the
person

A message to the
group space’s
file area.
Identification:

Hand in the
document by
deadline. Having
collected all the

03.12
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289In Setting 1 a total of 617 messages, 61 chat sessions –lasting a total of 47 h 43min– and 254
290documents were gathered. In Setting 2 the total was 700 messages and 221 documents.

291Data analysis procedure

292In accordance with the objectives of the paper, the analysis aims to obtain information on
293three specific aspects:

294– the various types of assistance offered by the teacher to the students throughout the
295DSs;
296– the forms of organizing and coordinating the work adopted by the groups in the various
297tasks they carried out collaboratively;
298– the forms of collaborative knowledge construction used by the groups to produce the
299end products for the different tasks they carried out collaboratively.
300

301To this end a two-stage analysis procedure was followed. The first stage serves to identify the
302periods of activity in which the groups work collaboratively in each of the tasks posed by the
303teacher, and –when they do work collaboratively– the moments basically dedicated to
304organizing and coordinating the work, and those effectively dedicated to collaborative
305knowledge construction through the elaboration of the written products. Once these
306collaborative periods were identified, we proceeded with a finer analysis of the content of the
307participants’ contributions, and to the more specific analysis of the ways in which the teacher
308assists, along with the forms of organization and coordination and collaborative knowledge
309construction used by the different groups in each of the tasks of the various DSs.

t2.8 Table 2 (continued)

Task Who
does it

How to
do it

Document
to hand in

Assessment
criteria

Deadline

responsible,
include in only
one document
all the parts of
the features and
systems (with
regard to the
different
educational
practices)
obtained in Task
4.

TEAM
(number)-Task5

contributions
and made a
comprehensible
presentation.

t2.8 6. Reflection on
the value for the
development of
the different
contexts.

Everyone at
the same
time.

The group
members, while
bearing in mind
the features of
the contexts,
produce a
reflection on the
value of each for
a person’s
development.

Send one
document to the
group space’s
file area.
Identification:
TEAM
(number)-Task6

Contributions
by deadline.
Comments with
justifications.

6.12

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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310In order to analyze the ways in which the teacher assists, we identified all the teacher’s
311contributions (messages and documents) that implied any kind of assistance for the students
312in carrying out the task and for completing the products required. The teacher’s
313involvement in these contributions was described and categorized according to four
314dimensions (see Fig. 1):

315– the aspect of the task on which he was offering assistance, distinguishing between
316assistance centred on the planning and organization of the small group work; assistance
317centred on the actual elaboration of the tasks, completing the end products and their
318content; assistance centred on course management; assistance centred on the use of
319technological resources, and assistance centred on the social atmosphere of the
320classroom. These distinctions were inspired by various papers on the role of the teacher
321in online environments (Berge 1995; Mason 1991; Paulsen 1995).
322– the moment in which the assistance was offered, distinguishing between assistance offered
323before the groups started to work collaboratively to carry out each task, assistance offered
324in the course of this process, and assistance offered once the task was finished;
325– the recipient of the assistance (the class group as a whole, a small group or an
326individual student); and
327– the assistance offered by the teacher was spontaneous or requested by the students.

328These categories were established as the result of a repeated process of back and forth
329between theory and data.
330The codification unit used is the contribution (“post”). A contribution can contain
331various types of assistance, which means that a single contribution can be codified in
332various dimensions where necessary (e.g., an intervention could be “during the
333collaborative work process”, “centred on the planning and organization of the small group
334work”, “directed to the small group as a whole” and “requested by the students”). However,
335the categories for each dimension are exclusive, and therefore a contribution can only be

Fig. 1 Dimensions of teacher assistance
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336codified in a single category for each dimension. The initial task instruction documents,
337which include the respective macro-scripts, were not counted as assistance.
338In order to identify both the forms of planning, organizing and coordinating the work
339and the forms of collaborative knowledge construction developed by the groups, an
340analysis was made of the chain of messages and documents exchanged by members of the
341group that had a direct bearing on the carrying-out of each task.
342The forms used by the groups to plan, organize and coordinate the work were
343classified following the lines of a previous paper (Engel and Onrubia 2010) according
344to three broad categories entitled jigsaw coordination, chain coordination and star
345coordination. Each of these implies a different way of distributing roles and
346responsibilities among the members of the group, as well as a different way of
347coordinating each person’s contributions and actions—who does what, when it needs to
348be done and how it relates to what the others are doing. Table 3 gives an operational
349description of each of these coordination categories.
350The forms of collaborative knowledge elaboration were categorized following a
351model of collaborative construction phases that was also developed by us (Engel and
352Onrubia 2008; Onrubia and Engel 2009), inspired in this case by papers such as those by
353Gunawardena et al. (1997) and Garrison et al. (2001). The model distinguishes between
354four phases: the initiation phase, the exploration phase, the negotiation phase and the
355co-construction phase. These phases are described in Table 4. Ideally, these phases
356correspond to successive levels in the construction of a more widely shared, richer and
357more valid knowledge by the members of the small group. The phases are identified
358through the analysis of the process by which the written products are produced. Table 4
359also shows the operational criteria that enable the phase achieved by a group on a
360particular task to be specified.
361The general analysis procedures that we have just described are based on the model
362proposed by Coll and his colleagues for analysing joint activity in the classroom (Coll et al.
3632008b; Colomina et al. 2001). This model has been used in various papers to analyze
364interaction processes in virtual contexts (i.e. Coll et al. 2008a) and to analyze CSCL
365processes in particular (Engel and Onrubia 2008).
366A strategy of consensus among judges was systematically followed as a reliability check
367on the various sections of the analysis. In accordance with this strategy, two independent
368judges codified the entire corpus of data for each DS, confirming agreements and
369discussing disagreements, and based on the contrast we drew up finer-grained criteria for
370identification and categorization. In cases of persistent disagreement, a third judge was

t3.1 Table 3 Categories used to identify the forms of organizing and coordinating the groups’ work in the various
tasks

t3.2 “JIGSAW” The students decide to share out different parts or different aspects of the
activity and appoint someone to be in charge of integrating the individual
contributions into a final document.

t3.3 TASK COORDINATION

t3.4 “CHAIN” One member of the group contributes a partial or complete possible solution to
the activity; then this document is expanded and reviewed by the other
members of the group in order to produce the final product for the activity.

t3.5 TASK COORDINATION

t3.6 “STAR” The students decide that they will all individually produce a full solution to the
activity; then, based on these individual contributions, they will all compile a
joint document.

t3.7 TASK COORDINATION
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371used, who decided and established new criteria. The procedure was repeated until the two
372original judges’ percentage of agreements was over 90% for the entire corpus of data.

373Results

374Assistance offered by the teacher

375Table 5 shows the number of assistance interventions offered by the teacher, in each DS and
376setting, for each of the considered aspects of the task. Examples of the different

t4.1 Table 4 Categories used to identify the phases of collaborative knowledge construction achieved by the
groups in compiling the end product for the various tasks

t4.2 Category and description Operational criteria—Indicators

t4.3 I. INITIATION PHASE. The group members make
their ideas public, without questioning those
presented by others. Nor do they get involved in
explicit processes of negotiation of meanings, so
that the joint activity gets more of a character of
sum of monologues than a dialogue.

The end product compiled by the small group is a
document created from the juxtaposition of
different parts produced individually by different
members of the group, each one without
contributions from anyone else.

t4.4 II. EXPLORATION PHASE. The level of
reciprocity and contingency between the members’
contributions is higher than in the previous phase.
In general, the responses to previous contributions
are centred on completing or complementing the
presented information with one’s own information.
The group members also tend to accept the
previously presented information without
questioning or criticizing. The participants’
contributions reflect an accumulative construction
based on acceptance with barely any critique, and
mutual reinforcement of their ideas.

The end product compiled by the small group is:

t4.5 a) a draft document to which the members of the
group have been adding cumulative contributions
(without modifying content) from the various
members of the group;

t4.6 b) a document written by one of the members of the
group based on the juxtaposition of various
individually written parts, after discussion and/or
revision of these parts.

t4.7 III. NEGOTIATION PHASE. There is a presence
of complex sequences of presentation, explanation,
clarification, verification, reparation and
confirmation of the presented meanings, and
though to a lesser degree, of expression and
discussion of disagreements between the
participants. These sequences show that the
students treat the ideas of others critically and
constructively. Through this continuous and explicit
process of negotiation, the participants establish
and make progress in the process of shared
meanings of the task, and the students’ meanings
get gradually richer and more complex.

The end product compiled by the small group is:

t4.8 a) a draft document to which the members of the
group have been making contributions in which
previously contributed content is modified, but
without final revision of the document handed in;

t4.9 b) a document written by one student based on a joint
discussion of the (total or partial) initial individual
documents written previously by the members of
the group, but without final revision of the
document handed in.

t4.10 IV. CO-CONSTRUCTION PHASE. Before
formally handing in the document to the teacher,
the participants explicitly reach a consensus on the
jointly constructed meanings, based on revision and
approval of the document. This explicit revision
and approval of the last version of the final
document underlines and reinforces that the
elaborated group product is genuinely shared and
agreed upon.

The end product compiled by the small group is a
document written as in Phase III, but which has
also, in its final version, been revised or explicitly
approved by the majority of group members.
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377interventions by the two teachers are presented in Table 6. Three of the results shown in
378Table 5 appear to be of special interest. First, a high percentage of teacher interventions
379relating to topics concerning the running of the course (deadlines, marks, announcements of
380document postings, etc.) were found in both settings. The percentage is particularly high in
381Setting 1 (117 out of a total of 223 teacher interventions). To a large extent this can be
382explained by the fact that, as a general classroom existed alongside the groups’ private
383classrooms, the teacher often sent the same message regarding course management, for
384example, an announcement that he had posted a certain document or that a particular
385resource could be accessed to both the general classroom and the three private classrooms,
386thereby multiplying the number of messages. We also find, in both settings this time, a high
387percentage of teacher interventions (around 20%) aimed at creating a good classroom
388atmosphere. Second, Setting 1 has a higher percentage of interventions regarding
389technological questions. As mentioned earlier, the virtual environment used in this setting
390was new to the students, while Setting 2 involved a familiar environment, one with which
391they had experience. Third, and the most interesting from the point of view of our
392objectives, there is a difference between the two settings in terms of teacher interventions
393on questions relating not only to the organization and functioning of the groups, but also to
394the actual elaboration of the tasks, their content and the production of the corresponding
395piece of written work (see Table 5). Hence the teacher in Setting 1 mainly offers assistance
396related to the elaboration of the tasks, their content and the production of the corresponding
397piece of written work (29 interventions out of a total of 35), while the teacher in Setting 2
398mainly offers assistance relating to the organization and functioning of the groups (16 out of
399a total of 29). These two areas of assistance are the ones most directly linked to the progress
400of the groups’ collaborative work, and we will therefore focus on them from now on.
401When interventions in these two areas are analyzed from the point of view of when the
402assistance is offered to the students, we find relevant differences between both settings (see
403Table 7; see also Table 6 for examples). The teacher in Setting 1 intervenes mainly before the
404students start working collaboratively on each of the tasks (22 interventions out of 35), and
405also once the tasks are finished (12 out of 35). Typically in pre-task interventions, the teacher
406sets the task, links it to what has been done previously, explains the sense of it and highlights
407basic aspects, and gives some pointers and recommendations as regards content in order to
408help the students carry it out. In later interventions, also typically, he gives some kind of
409feedback or comment on the work produced and the process followed. The teacher
410interventions in Setting 2, however, mainly occur during the students’ work process (18
411interventions out of 29). These interventions typically involve brief instructions to students as
412a reminder or to clarify or point out the guidelines already provided in the peer review script.
413The two teachers’ interventions to provide assistance in the two settings showed
414differences when the recipient of the assistance is considered, i.e. whether the assistance is
415directed towards the students as a whole, to the small groups or to individuals. The results
416in this case are shown in Table 8 (see also Table 6 for examples). It can be seen that the
417teacher interventions in Setting 1 are almost all directed to small groups (31 interventions

t5.1 Table 5 Number of teacher interventions to provide assistance in different aspects of the task

t5.2 Organization Elaboration Technology Management Social Total

t5.3 Setting 1 6 29 28 117 43 223

t5.4 Setting 2 16 13 7 42 22 100
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t6.1 Table 6 Examples of teacher’s contributions [setting, #number of message, data, DS, communication space]

t6.2 Aspect of the task on which he was offering assistance

t6.3 planning, organization and
work processes

I again stress the importance that, if at any time you share or distribute the
work among yourselves, afterwards you need to have ways in which the
work each person has done can be reviewed by the others or discussed
with them, so that the final pieces of work are not simply a collection of
pieces done by each person, but an authentic group product. [Setting 1,
document linked to #98, 10.11, DS1, forum group 3]

t6.4 Each member of the group takes a situation that has to be resolved via the
perspective of Piaget or Vygotsky. Afterwards you swap with a classmate
and review each other’s work. (My advice is that you should work in
mixed pairs, i.e. work on Piaget and Vygotsky in the same pair. OK?).
[Setting 2, #48, 25.10, DS1, forum class group]

t6.5 elaboration of the task content However, it needs to be pointed out that the way in which you use the
various outlines in the interpretation is open to debate: the outlines are
alternative views as to what the main factors responsible for the student’s
learning process in a classroom situation are. In this sense, therefore, they
are essentially incompatible with each other; one or another is chosen as a
basis for interpretation according to whatever the theoretical framework
may be, but they cannot all be used at the same time. [Setting 1, document
linked to #103, 10.11, DS1, forum group 1]

t6.6 What we have to take into account first of all is that the instruments, for
Vygotsky, enable people to transform their surroundings. Hence he speaks
of the parallels between the material instruments that individuals use to
modify and regulate nature, and the psychological instruments, such as
language, that mediate the psychological functions. [Setting 2, #39, 23.10,
DS1, mail student E]

t6.7 course management Following what I told you in my last message in this forum, given that I
have received no messages against, I’ll “post” the Activity 3 carried out by
each group as documents for Stage 1 so that you can use them as another
element for checking with regard to Activity 4. You’ll find them with the
rest of the documents and activities for the Stage. [Setting 1, #509, 25.11,
DS1, forum class group]

t6.8 I’m attaching two documents: one is the presentation of Activity 3, and the
other has the table explaining the activity. You already know that you have
to continue working in groups like you’ve been doing up to now (…) Read
them very carefully, follow the instructions to the letter and don’t hesitate
to ask me for help whenever you need it. [Setting 2, #105, 11.11, DS2,
forum class group]

t6.9 use of technological resources As you already know, this is the space you’ll normally use to speak to the
other people in your group, prepare group activities and ask me any
questions about the different tasks we’ll be carrying out. [Setting 1,
#2,10.10, DS1, forum group 3]

t6.10 A few points about using and managing the group space: 1. All the attached
documents for the different tasks will be posted in the “File Area”. 2.
Organize your messages in folders by topic or task so that it will easier for
me and you to access the preliminary information. [Setting 2, #19, 17.10,
DS1, forum class group]

t6.11 social atmosphere I’m sure that a week without having to interact with your fellow students
means that you’ll be ready to tackle this new activity with renewed
enthusiasm. I realize that we’re slowly approaching the end of term, but
that shouldn’t make us lose our rhythm in the practical work or our desire
to learn from it. [Setting 1, #525, 29.11, DS2, forum class group]

t6.12 I don’t want the mark to affect your enthusiasm or will to learn in Activity 3.
I think it’s a really nice module that helps us learn some very interesting
things from the point of view of Educational Psychology’s approach to
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t6.13 Table 6 (continued)

Aspect of the task on which he was offering assistance

different educational contexts. So come on, let’s go for it, and ask me for
help whenever you need it, OK? All the best. [Setting 2, #119, 19.11, DS2,
forum group 3]

t6.13 Moment in which the assistance was offered

t6.14 before You’ve now got the continuation of the narrative open along with Activity 7,
plus a couple of documents to help you with it. As you can see, Activity 7
involves checking the aspects and indicators to observe against those
drawn up by the case psychologist, then proposing an “improved version”
of your Activity 6 based on this comparison. [Setting 1, #116, 15.11, DS2,
forum group 1]

t6.15 I’m sending you two documents like in Activity 1: one is a presentation of
the activity and the other has an explanatory table. Please read both
documents very carefully. While you were preparing Activity 1 you asked
me lots of things that were already covered in the documents. OK? [Setting
2, #2, 12.10, DS1, forum class group]

t6.16 during Remember, apart from the formal questions, that it is fundamental that all
members of the group must have participated actively in preparing Activity
3, and that it must be possible to see this participation in the exchanges
between you in your group workspace. [Setting 1, #53, 21.10, DS1, forum
group 1]

t6.17 The new context doesn’t need to be included in Task 9, but obviously it
won’t be a problem if you want to include it. [Setting 2, #188, 06.12, DS2,
forum group 1]

t6.18 after However, given that the case psychologist’s proposal is clearly different to
yours, I understand that it would have been relevant to justify and argue
where, in your proposal, the different dimensions and indicators that the
case psychologist proposes are to be found, and why you consider that
these dimensions and indicators are not capable of providing elements to
improve your initial proposal. [Setting 1, document linked to #129, 29.11,
DS2, forum group 1]

t6.19 In general it went quite well. Some of you managed to integrate the
knowledge we’ve been working with throughout the course, which
indicates that you’ve built up your own knowledge. [Setting 2, #233,
30.12, DS2, forum class group]

t6.20 Recipient of the assistance

t6.21 class group Remember that it’s handed in via Moodle, attaching the corresponding files
using the forms you can find at the end of the announcement of each task,
and you can access it from the main classroom for the course. Please don’t
send me activities by e-mail. [Setting 1, #506, 17.10, DS1, forum class
group]

t6.22 Read the presentation with the materials in front of you so you can see the
different sections, and if you’ve got any questions let me know. OK? Come
on, it’s the last module! [Setting 2, #104,11.11, DS2, forum class group]

t6.23 small group I’ve received two versions of Activity 7: one from D., in the early hours of
Saturday, and one from M., on Saturday morning. I’ve looked at them both
and I can see that they’re slightly different, but I’m not absolutely sure
which one you consider definitive. Can you let me know? [Setting 1, #219,
22.11, S2, forum group 2]

t6.24 Just to let you know that in this activity there is no task that needs to be
presented individually, since all the ones that were done individually had to
be looked over afterwards by another member of the group, and therefore
there’s no need to put names (I’ve already done the monitoring of the one
you handed in individually). As far as Task 6 is concerned, the questions
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418out of 35), whereas the teacher in Setting 2, although he also mainly addresses small groups
419(18 interventions out of 29), has a significant number of interventions (11 out of 29)
420addressed to the class group or to individual students.
421Finally, the two teachers’ interventions in the two settings also differ when we consider
422whether they are spontaneous or in response to a student request (see Table 9; see also Table 6
423for examples). In Setting 1, almost all the interventions are made spontaneously by the
424teacher (34 out of 35), whereas in Setting 2 there is a more balanced distribution and we find
425that as many as ten interventions out of 29 are made after a question from one of the students.

t6.25 Table 6 (continued)

Aspect of the task on which he was offering assistance

refer to all the contexts, and the one you proposed as a group is also
included. [Setting 2, #187, 06.12, DS2, forum group 1]

t6.25 individual student In order to complete your computer “registration” process in the course web
space, I need you to send me the user name and password you used to
register on the Moodle platform. Please send it to me at this e-mail address
as soon as you can. [Setting 1, #7, 13.10, DS1, mail student C]

t6.26 Don’t worry too much about the subject of physical instruments because the
most relevant ones from the point of view of Vygotsky are the
psychological instruments, which are the ones that really work as
mediators and enable and encourage higher psychological processes.
[Setting 2, #46, 25.10, DS1, mail student E]

t6.27 Root of the assistance

t6.28 spontaneous The basic aim of Activity 4 is for you to be able to carry out self-evaluation
and a critical reflection of the register and interpretation that you made in
Activity 3, using as elements of comparison your own impression of the
product you made, the documents drawn up by the case psychologist (that
you’ve got posted in the main classroom), and the theoretical concepts of
the constructivist idea (as far as you’ve worked with them in class).
[Setting 1, #67, 22.10, DS1, forum group 3]

t6.29 I can see that this thing about the pages is making you go really fast. If
you’ve managed to get them down to 17 that’s fine. Leave it as it is, OK?
[Setting 2, #256, 19.12, DS2, forum group 2]

t6.30 requested As regards the question you asked me about the support documents, these
are usually materials that you need or that can help you to carry out one or
more of the tasks. So far you’ve only got one: document I.1. “Coordinates
of the recorded class…”. [Setting 1, #4, 12.10, DS1, forum group 2]

t6.31 Concerning a message G. sent me about a query regarding Task 7, I have to
tell you that you only have to answer the questions in the second section
referring to three contexts: TV, family and school. OK? [Setting 2 #215,
10.12, DS2, forum group 2]

t7.1 Table 7 Number of teacher interventions to provide assistance with planning and organizing the work or
elaboration of the tasks made before, during and after the groups’ collaborative work on the various tasks

t7.2 Before During After Total

t7.3 Setting 1 22 1 12 35

t7.4 Setting 2 4 18 7 29
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426In our opinion, the differences in the way the teachers intervene in the two settings are
427not as interesting when considered singly with each aspect separate as they are when
428considered together, outlining a certain specific pattern in the way assistance is given in
429each setting. Thus we find that the teacher in Setting 1 offers assistance a greater number of
430times as regards the elaboration of the tasks, their content and the production of the
431corresponding written work; he provides assistance before the students begin the task
432(framing and preparing the ground for using the case script) and also once they finish
433(commenting on the work produced and the process followed); he offers assistance to the
434groups on the basis of individual need; and he provides assistance when he believes it is
435appropriate, based on his monitoring of the students’ work and without waiting for them to
436ask. The teacher in Setting 2, on the other hand, mainly provides assistance involving the
437organization and working of the groups; the assistance is offered while the groups are
438carrying out the task, typically to remind them or tell them to return to the instructions of
439the peer review script established for the task; it is often aimed at the class group as a whole
440or at individual students and in response to specific questions.
441The remaining results will show us whether these different patterns of assistance (which
442must also be interpreted by simultaneously considering the previous scripting of the task in
443each setting) are linked to different results for the groups as regards the ways in which they
444organize and coordinate their work and as regards their progress towards collaborative
445knowledge construction.

446The forms adopted by the groups to plan, organize and coordinate the work

447Tables 10 and 11 show the ways in which the work was planned, organized and coordinated
448by the different student groups in each of the settings analyzed and for each of the tasks.
449The results showed clear differences between the groups in both settings. In Setting 1, the
450groups show heterogeneous forms of planning, organization and coordination, both among
451themselves and on different tasks, in such a way that all the groups carry out one task or
452another in each of the three ways considered in our analysis (jigsaw coordination, chain
453coordination, star coordination). Also, these evolved in the course of the DSs in such a way
454that each group ends up adopting a predominant form (chain coordination in Groups 1 and
4552, star coordination in Group 3). In Setting 2, however, the groups organize and coordinate
456themselves in very similar ways in each case, adhering strictly to the instructions in the

t8.1 Table 8 Number of teacher interventions to provide assistance with planning and organizing the work or
elaboration of the tasks addressed to the class group, a particular group of students or an individual student

t8.2 Class group Small group Individuals Total

t8.3 Setting 1 4 31 0 35

t8.4 Setting 2 7 18 4 29

t9.1 Table 9 Number of teacher interventions to provide assistance with planning and organizing the work or
elaboration of the tasks offered spontaneously or in response to student request

t9.2 Spontaneous Request Total

t9.3 Setting 1 34 1 35

t9.4 Setting 2 19 10 29
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t10.1 Table 10 Forms of organizing and coordinating the groups’ work (Setting 1)

t10.2 Group DS Task Forms of organizing and coordinating the groups’ work

t10.3 Group 1 DS1 1.1. star coordination

t10.4 1.2. jigsaw coordination

t10.5 1.3. jigsaw coordination

t10.6 DS2 2.1. chain coordination

t10.7 2.2. chain coordination

t10.8 2.3. star coordination

t10.9 2.4. chain coordination

t10.10 2.5. chain coordination

t10.11 Group 2 DS1 1.1. star coordination

t10.12 1.2. jigsaw coordination

t10.13 1.3. jigsaw coordination

t10.14 DS2 2.1. chain coordination

t10.15 2.2. chain coordination

t10.16 2.3. chain coordination

t10.17 2.4. chain coordination

t10.18 2.5. chain coordination

t10.19 Group 3 DS1 1.1. star coordination

t10.20 1.2. chain coordination

t10.21 1.3. jigsaw coordination

t10.22 DS2 2.1. star coordination

t10.23 2.2. chain coordination

t10.24 2.3. star coordination

t10.25 2.4. star coordination

t10.26 2.5. star coordination

t11.1 Table 11 Forms of organizing and coordinating the groups’ work (Setting 2)

t11.2 Group DS Task Forms of organizing and coordinating the groups’ work

t11.3 Group 1 DS1 1.1. as requested by the script

t11.4 1.2. as requested by the script

t11.5 DS2 2.1. as requested by the script

t11.6 2.2. as requested by the script

t11.7 Group 2 DS1 1.1. as requested by the script

t11.8 1.2. as requested by the script

t11.9 DS2 2.1. as requested by the script

t11.10 2.2. as requested by the script

t11.11 Group 3 DS1 1.1. as requested by the script

t11.12 1.2. as requested by the script

t11.13 DS2 2.1. as requested by the script

t11.14 2.2. as requested by the script
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457initial script provided by the teacher. We can only point to a slight difference between
458groups as regards the level of responsibility and control taken on by whichever student is
459put in charge of the task. In this respect the level of responsibility and control exercised by
460the students in charge of each task is appreciably lower in Group 3 compared to Groups 1
461and 2 in terms of putting forward proposals and taking decisions and also taking the
462initiative in consulting the teacher. This difference does not, however, affect the way the
463group is organized as such, this being the same as in the other groups. Neither do we find an
464evolutionary process in the forms of planning, organization and coordination in the course
465of the DSs in each case, beyond their strict adherence to the instructions provided.

466The phases of collaborative knowledge construction achieved by the groups

467There are also relevant differences between the groups in both settings in terms of the
468results relating to the phases of collaborative knowledge construction achieved by the
469various groups in the various tasks (see Tables 12 and 13). The groups in Setting 1 achieved
470the most advanced phases of collaborative knowledge construction for a greater number of
471tasks. Specifically, Group 3 achieves the negotiation or co-construction phase (the two most
472advanced phases) in five of the eight tasks it carries out in the two DSs, while Group 2 does
473so in six of the eight. In total, the different groups achieve these more advanced phases in
47411 of the 24 tasks carried out in the course of the two DSs. In Setting 2, however, only one
475group achieved either of these phases, and that was in just one of the four tasks it carried
476out (just one out of the 12 tasks carried out in the course of the two DSs). In Setting 1, on
477the other hand, we find that progress is made in the course of the two DSs in the phases
478achieved by the groups, especially Groups 2 and 3: Group 3 achieves the higher phases in
479one of the three tasks it carries out in DS1 and in all five tasks in DS2; Group 2 does not
480reach the higher phases in any of the three tasks in DS1, but does in all five tasks in DS2.
481However, this progress does not appear in Setting 2: the only higher phase reached by a
482group is in the first task of DS1; all the later tasks without exception are resolved using
483processes belonging to the lower two phases considered in the analysis. Apart from this, as
484can be seen from the data given earlier, there was greater heterogeneity between the groups
485in Setting 1 than in Setting 2, in a similar way to what happened with the forms of planning,
486organizing and coordinating the work.

487Discussion

488As a whole, our results showed that, in each of the settings analyzed, the groups exhibited
489specific forms of group work organization and different levels of collaborative knowledge
490construction, which it seems may be related to the patterns of assistance offered by the
491teacher in each setting and the characteristics of the script within which the assistance is
492framed.
493Hence the forms of group work in the Setting 1 groups –taken as a whole and in
494comparison to those of the Setting 2 groups– exhibit three characteristics we can highlight.
495The first is a greater heterogeneity between the different groups. This affects both the forms
496adopted for planning, organizing and coordinating the work (the groups show heteroge-
497neous forms of planning, organization and coordination among themselves and in different
498tasks) and the collaborative knowledge construction phases achieved (some groups
499typically achieve more advanced phases than others, and any particular group does not
500always achieve the same phase in different tasks). The second characteristic we can
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t12.1 Table 12 Phases of collaborative knowledge construction and final grades (from 0 to 3) given by the teacher
for each small group (Setting 1)

t12.2 Group DS Task Phases of collaborative knowledge construction Grade

t12.3 Group 1 DS1 1.1. II. Exploration Phase 2

t12.4 1.2. II. Exploration Phase

t12.5 1.3. I. Initiation Phase

t12.6 DS2 2.1. II. Exploration Phase

t12.7 2.2. II. Exploration Phase

t12.8 2.3. II. Exploration Phase

t12.9 2.4. II. Exploration Phase

t12.10 2.5. II. Exploration Phase

t12.11 Group 2 DS1 1.1. I. Initiation Phase 2,5

t12.12 1.2. I. Initiation Phase

t12.13 1.3. II. Exploration Phase

t12.14 DS2 2.1. IV. Co-Construction Phase

t12.15 2.2. III. Negotiation Phase

t12.16 2.3. III. Negotiation Phase

t12.17 2.4. IV. Co-Construction Phase

t12.18 2.5. IV. Co-Construction Phase

t12.19 Group 3 DS1 1.1. III. Negotiation Phase 3

t12.20 1.2. II. Exploration Phase

t12.21 1.3. I. Initiation Phase

t12.22 DS2 2.1. IV. Co-Construction Phase

t12.23 2.2. III. Negotiation Phase

t12.24 2.3. IV. Co-Construction Phase

t12.25 2.4. IV. Co-Construction Phase

t12.26 2.5. IV. Co-Construction Phase

t13.1 Table 13 Phases of collaborative knowledge construction and final grades given by the teacher for each
small group (Setting 2)—possible grade, from higher to lower: A, B, C+, C-

t13.2 Group DS Task Phases of collaborative knowledge construction Grade

t13.3 Group 1 DS1 1.1. IV. Co-Construction Phase A

t13.4 1.2. II. Exploration Phase

t13.5 DS2 2.1. II. Exploration Phase B

t13.6 2.2. II. Exploration Phase

t13.7 Group 2 DS1 1.1. II. Exploration Phase B

t13.8 1.2. II. Exploration Phase

t13.9 DS2 2.1. II. Exploration Phase B

t13.10 2.2. II. Exploration Phase

t13.11 Group 3 DS1 1.1. II. Exploration Phase C-

t13.12 1.2. I. Initiation Phase

t13.13 DS2 2.1. II. Exploration Phase B

t13.14 2.2. I. Initiation Phase
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501highlight was that, in the course of the DSs, the different groups showed consistent
502evolution. On the one hand, over the course of the process the groups adopted one
503predominant form for planning, organizing and coordinating the work (chain coordination
504in Groups 1 and 2, star coordination in Group 3). On the other hand, the groups (especially
505Groups 2 and 3) improved their processes of collaborative knowledge construction along
506the DSs, achieving much higher phases in the tasks of DS2. The third characteristic to
507highlight is that, overall (and related in some way to the progress that we have just pointed
508out), the Setting 1 groups achieve higher collaborative knowledge construction phases in
509the DSs taken as a whole.
510Our interpretation is that these three characteristics may be related to the characteristics
511of the pattern of assistance offered by the teacher in Setting 1 and the characteristics of the
512Case script within which this pattern of assistance is framed. As we mentioned earlier, the
513Case script used in this setting is a basically epistemic script, which leads the students
514through the entire sequence of tasks to be carried out but does not go into detail about the
515way in which each task should be carried out, nor the way in which the students should
516organize themselves as a group. Given such a framework, the groups would be expected to
517organize themselves and work heterogeneously, especially at the start of the DSs. At the
518same time, the teacher offers various types of assistance which, as we interpret it, enables
519the groups to be oriented and guided in a personalized and flexible manner throughout the
520DSs: he offers assistance before the tasks to explain, frame and support the use of the script,
521he makes comments and proposals after the tasks which give feedback to the groups, he
522directs his assistance to each group in a specific way and he closely monitors the groups’
523work, which enables him to provide assistance spontaneously when he believes he should.
524All this may help to explain the progress of the groups over the course of the DSs: the fact
525that in the end they identified what forms of planning, organizing and coordinating the
526work were most efficient for them, and the fact that they carry out the tasks using more and
527more advanced collaborative knowledge construction processes. Finally, the fact that both
528the Case script and the teacher’s assistance focused primarily on questions relating to the
529elaboration of the tasks, their content and the production of the corresponding written work
530(and not only or not primarily on the organization of the group work) may make it easier for
531the groups to achieve better results from the point of view of the collaborative construction
532they carry out.
533Overall the results for the groups in Setting 2 are the reverse. There is great homogeneity
534between the groups, both as regards organization of work (the Peer review script
535instructions are followed faithfully in all cases) and elaboration of tasks (constantly located
536in Phases 1 and 2 of the collaborative knowledge construction model used in our analysis).
537We find no progress over the course of the DSs in either of the two aspects analyzed, and
538the level of collaborative construction is consistently low, both in absolute terms and in
539comparison with Setting 1.
540Our interpretation again is that these characteristics may be related to the characteristics
541of the pattern of assistance offered by the teacher in Setting 2, and the characteristics of the
542Peer review script within which this pattern of assistance is framed. As mentioned earlier,
543the script used in this case includes very detailed instructions on group organization and the
544roles and sub-tasks to be carried out by each member. There is undoubtedly a link between
545this degree of detail and the homogeneity between the different groups, especially in the
546ways in which the work is coordinated, scrupulously following the instructions given. In
547addition to this, the pattern of assistance offered by the teacher only strengthens these
548instructions and the need to follow them literally: assistance focuses primarily on questions
549relating to the organization and functioning of the groups and consists mainly of reminders
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550and clarifications of the script instructions provided while the tasks are being carried out.
551Also, in many cases this assistance does not involve close monitoring or guidance for any
552one particular group but is aimed at the group class as a whole or at individual students. All
553this emphasizes yet more the role of the script as the central and almost exclusive core of
554the students’ work. Within this framework, questions relating to the planning, organization
555and coordination of work –arising from both the script and the teacher’s help– may in the
556end have much more relevance for the students than the actual content of the tasks, and this,
557in our opinion, may be linked to the groups’ low overall levels as regards the collaborative
558knowledge construction phases achieved.
559Set down in this way, the results of our study as a whole highlight first of all how
560difficult it is to ensure that groups that work in CSCL environments achieve high levels of
561collaborative knowledge construction, thereby getting involved in authentic processes of
562negotiation and co-construction of meanings. The difficulty involved in this has been
563highlighted repeatedly in previous papers on the subject (Arvaja et al. 2003; Järvelä and
564Häkkinen 2002; Kirschner et al. 2008; Kobbe et al. 2007; Lipponen 2002; Rourke and
565Kanuka 2007; Weinberger et al. 2005). In a similar way to what these papers show, a large
566part of the tasks set to the participating groups in our study was resolved using collaborative
567construction processes that we may consider to be “low level”. In the tasks analyzed, which
568concerned producing various types of written work, these processes basically involved
569creating a written text based on the juxtaposition of parts or contributions written by each
570person individually and barely revised or discussed, following a kind of logic very close to
571that of the “cumulative talk” described by Mercer (1995, 2000).
572Secondly, and in this framework, our results appear to support the idea that the use of
573certain forms of instructions in collaborative work processes –or scripts– may affect the
574work forms adopted by the groups. This also coincides with the findings of a number of
575previous papers (i.e. De Wever et al. 2009; Dillenbourg and Jermann 2006; Hämäläinen and
576Häkkinen 2010; Kirschner et al. 2008; Rummel and Spada 2005; Schellens et al. 2007; Slof
577et al. 2010; Stegmann et al. 2007). Indeed the results we have obtained relating to the forms
578used to plan, organize and coordinate the work by the groups in Setting 2, for example,
579would be difficult to explain without reference to the presence and characteristics of the
580peer review script used in that setting.
581Despite this, these same results show that the influence a script can have on the
582collaborative work processes is not always positive and highlight the risk of “overscripting”
583(Dillenbourg 2002) the interaction between group members. As Dillenbourg points out,
584when this “overscripting” occurs, the participants end up paying more attention to the
585“syntax” of the instructions (the literalness of the sub-tasks, steps and roles the instructions
586prescribe) than the “semantics” (the mechanisms of collaborative knowledge construction
587they try to promote) in such a way that they follow them literally and carefully, but without
588this resulting in any real advance in their processes of collaborative working on the task or
589their joint understanding of the content. In this case the instructions become a kind of list of
590requirements to fulfil and do not give any guidance as to the sense or the characteristics of
591the collaborative process that should be developed (Weinberger et al. 2002; Weinberger et
592al. 2005). The results for Setting 2, where the groups' scrupulous following of the
593instructions are combined with invariably low levels achieved in phases of collaborative
594knowledge construction, are in our opinion a good illustration of this phenomenon.
595Beyond these issues, however, our opinion is that the most relevant point to be taken
596from the results of our study as a whole is that they show the influence of the patterns of
597teacher assistance on the forms of group collaborative work in the different settings and the
598impact of this assistance on the effects of the scripts used in each case. This point can be
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599seen particularly in the results for Setting 1, especially in terms of the evolution and
600progress of the groups in the course of the DSs analyzed. The evolution of the groups in
601this setting cannot be explained only by the characteristics of the Case script used; these
602characteristics and the pattern of teacher assistance need to be taken into consideration
603together. The case script used may, because of its relatively open character, possibly have a
604bearing on the initial heterogeneity of the groups, but the later evolution both in the forms
605of planning, organizing and coordinating of the groups and in their collaborative
606construction processes seem to be clearly linked to the ways in which the teacher offers
607assistance throughout the DSs. Similarly in Setting 2, the pattern of teacher assistance
608serves to reinforce the characteristics of the script and provide a clearer explanation of the
609fact that, during the entire development of the two DSs, the groups do not stray away from
610the initial instructions in the slightest but stick to them as unanimously and strictly as they
611do. Also in this respect, the differences in the collaborative knowledge construction phases
612achieved by the groups in both settings appear to be better explained if we simultaneously
613take into account the characteristics of the script used in each case and the pattern of
614assistance offered by the teacher.
615From this interpretation, the main question to be explored would not be which scripts are
616generally more useful and effective, but rather how certain patterns of teacher assistance
617combine with certain scripts, thereby boosting (or not) the desired effects of these scripts. This
618kind of approach would be aimed at discovering which patterns of teacher assistance might best
619increase the effectiveness of a particular script in particular teaching and learning situations with
620their own particular characteristics. This kind of integrated approach, which combines the study
621of scripts and the study of teacher assistance patterns, is consistent with certain recent proposals
622in the field of CSCL which stress the importance of the teacher as a guide in the collaborative
623processes of student groups (Anderson et al. 2001; De Laat et al. 2007; Dillenbourg and Hong
6242008; Kirschner et al. 2006; Lockhorst 2004; Veldhuis-Diermanse 2002). This importance is
625linked to the idea that, in CSCL environments, the processes of structuring the interaction
626before it begins and regulating it while it develops are reciprocally dependent processes that
627influence each other in such a way that teachers should constantly be regulating the use
628students make of the scripts (Dillenbourg and Hong 2008). The notion of orchestration has
629been put forward and developed within this framework to refer to the process of flexibly and
630productively coordinating the help that the teacher needs to follow, on different levels and
631different planes, in CSCL environments (Dillenbourg and Fischer 2007; Dillenbourg et al.
6322009; Dillenbourg and Tchounikine 2007; Fischer and Dillenbourg 2006). Our results support
633this idea and in particular stress one key aspect of this orchestration process: the need for the
634teacher to adapt the designed activities in real time to what is actually taking place in the
635classrooms, framing and complementing the instructions provided by the script, making them
636more flexible depending on the actions of the groups during the process. Equally, our results
637underline the need to analyze the teacher’s intervention over relatively long periods of time,
638enabling an understanding of how the groups’ collaborative work evolves related to the
639teacher’s pattern of assistance.
640We are, however, aware that the results obtained should be interpreted with a certain
641amount of caution due to the characteristics and limitations of our study. These limitations
642concern, for instance, the observational character of the study, which limits control and
643manipulation of the different involved variables (the types of script used or the patterns of
644teacher assistance, but also the technological resources available or the specific learning
645content/tasks). Subsequent studies under more controlled conditions will no doubt provide a
646better understanding of the combined contribution of certain types of script and certain
647types of patterns of assistance in the group collaborative work processes. In particular, it
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648would enable a more systematic exploration of the question concerning the impact of the
649various elements of the scripts used, as well as the level of detail they contain, i.e. in terms
650of “macro-scripts” vs. “micro-scripts” (Dillenbourg and Hong 2008). It would also enable
651the study of advances and progress in the forms of the groups’ collaborative work and the
652individual learning of their members to be linked; a crucially important issue that we have
653not dealt with here. The study would also need to be replicated in other instructional settings,
654with tasks calling for written work of various types to be produced, possibly with the support of
655other technological platforms, to better establish the scope of the results obtained. In addition to
656this, we believe that a more detailed analysis of the teacher’s assistance should be carried out,
657for example by finer discourse analysis techniques, which would provide a better understanding
658of when and how certain interventions successfully “scaffold” the groups’ actions, thereby
659helping us to understand the reason for the effectiveness (or not) of certain patterns of teacher
660assistance in the framework of certain scripts.

661
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